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PREPARATION 
 
 1. Bring a first aid kit and ice if available. 
 
 2. Bring practice balls. 
 
 3. Be prompt.  At least 30 minutes before the starting time. 
 
 
BEFORE MATCHES START 
 
 1. For away matches, upon arrival greet the opposing coach and familiarize yourself with the facility and restrooms.  

Check if practice courts are available. 
  For home matches, greet the opposing coach and parents.  Make them feel welcome to your facility. 
 
 2. Gather players for a team meeting and discuss themes such as: 
  a.  Line-up 
  b.  Remind players to call out the score and make line calls loud and prompt.   
  c.  Clear stray balls on the court before each point. 
  d.  When serving, hold two balls (one ball in their pocket). 
  e.  Drink water on each changeover. 
  f.  Various aspects of the rules, sportsmanship, maximum effort, team unity, FUN, etc. 
  g.  Advise players of the proper procedure in settling scoring disputes.  See page 13, rule “XI.D.4.” 
  h.  Inform players of the proper etiquette for handling bad line calls. 
  i.  Do a team cheer! 
 
 3. Scorecards can be exchanged before or after the line-up introduction.  Notify the opposing coach of any defaults 

before the line-up is announced.  The opposing coach is then allowed to make changes to the line-up, if it will make a 
difference in maximizing participation. 

 
 4. 5-minutes prior to the scheduled match time, assemble all players and coaches, to introduce the line-up and court 

assignments. 
 
 5. Remind players to take their water bottles on the court.  They are not allowed to come off the court once the match 

starts, except for a toilet visit. 
 

6. Remind players to report scores and return the balls to the home team. 
 

(OVER) 



 
 
 
DURING MATCHES 
 
 1. Monitor the 5-minute warm-up time. 
 
 2. Cheer on players.  Set an example for your players to follow and stress the importance of team spirit. 
 
 3. Be visible to the players on the court, especially the younger ones, to monitor disputes, injuries, sportsmanship, etc. 
 
 4. Coaching is allowed on the changeover by the (2) coaches only.  Coaching must be preformed from outside the fence 

or gate.  In some situations, and with mutual agreement, coaches may be allowed to remain on the court during the 
match.  Keep dialogue positive, emphasizing on: court positioning, safety, sustained effort, positive attitude, 
sportsmanship, teamwork, etc.  Parents and players are not allowed to coach or sit on the court. 

 
 5. At the completion of each match, keep players on site to support their teammates.  Urge the players to make an effort 

to congratulate their teammates at the completion of each match. 
 
 6.  Assign scrimmage matches if players and court time are available. 
 
 
AFTER MATCHES 
 
 1. Gather players, review and evaluate themes discussed earlier.  Keep your outlook positive and end on a good note.  

Vote for a player on the opposing team for outstanding sportsmanship.  Do a team cheer for the opposing team and 
yours!  Lineup and exchange ‘High 5’s’ with the opposing team.

 
 2. Exchange sportsmanship nominations, verify scores, and sign both scorecards.   
 
 3. Serve refreshments. 
 
 4. Have players pick-up after themselves before leaving. 
 
 
 

HAVE A SMASHING SEASON!!! 
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